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BioMicroGel
Russia
Energy, Chemistry
BioMicroGel produces a range of environmentally
friendly cleaning products, WonderLab, and develop
solutions for oil spill clean up and wastewater
treatment from oils and metals. All our solutions are
based on biomicrogels, a nano-scale particle that we
discovered a method to produce from apple and sugar
beet residues.

We were thrilled to be invited to the Poland
Prize! Poland is a booming economy, it's
perfect in terms of logistics and the country
produces a lot of apples and sugar beet
which is what we make our biomicrogels
from. And the StartUp Hub Poland provides
an excellent soft landing service. Nothing's
left to dream of.
Vladislav Perunov,
Business Development Director
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Maroma Tech
Russia
Energy, Metallurgy, Mining
Maroma helps companies that need reliable, safe,
corrosive & abrasive resistant products to be more
competitive by supplying advanced cermet materials
and components that stand up to the harshest
environmental
conditions.
Unlike
alternative
technologies Maroma cermet provides superior
properties and proven performance with extended life
as demonstrated by industrial performance and at
favorable price.

Poland is a great starting point in EU
market entry for new technology &
advanced products; friendly business
environment; access to numerous
manufacturing facilities.
Roza Mamleeva, CEO
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OBF Technology
Latvia
Energy, Heat production
OBF Technology improves mature technologies in heat
and energy production by reducing pollution and saving
fuel for the combustion process. This allows operating
existing technologies according to future environmental
and fuel consumption requirements.

Poland is one of the most developed
industrial regions in Europe, investing a lot
in the development of new technologies, but
still relying heavily on fossil fuels. This
promises big market potential with lots of
customers and a positive attitude towards
new technologies and improvements for
existing solutions.
Reinis Spunde, CEO
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Orocon
Latvia
Construction industry
OROCON is a construction site management
software that provides real-time work overview
and precise forecasts for stakeholders.

Poland is a great example of how a country
should develop in terms of providing business
opportunities for their local and also foreign
entrepreneurs. We as a company see great
potential not only in the construction industry,
which is booming in Poland but also see great
benefits of the startup ecosystem that has
developed in Poland.
Aleks Svaikovs, CEO
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TurboSphere
Belarus
Energy and GasTech
The TurboSphere aim is research activities in the
energy field. The mainstream is innovation
development of energy efficiency turbogenerator unit
"TurboSphere" by utilizing low-potential secondary
energy resources: overpressure energy of natural gas
and waste heat. TurboSphere generates clean, green
and cheap electricity from gas expansion, which is
waste energy!

Poland is fast growing innovative country
with huge potential of energy recovery from
natural gas expansion. We feel that
collaboration with Polish partner will give big
value to the environment, people by
producing clean and cost-effective electricity.
We would like to make useful and touchable
things!
Kiril Levkov, CEO
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Whelp
United States
IT
Whelp is a web-based end-to-end omnichannel
customer communication tool that centralizes all
possible communication channels and unifies them
with CRM and payments. Whelp is a complete
customer solution. Currently, with 260 companies and
520 agents are using Whelp, and they have closed
more than 1.8 mln tickets with this solution.

We believe SHP is the best place to start if you
are considering to opening up to Europe. With
access to development resources, mentorship
and expertise, Poland and particularly SHP is
the right place to be. Whelp is excited to be part
of SHP because we have ambitious plans for
growth in Europe and we plan to become the
Salesforce of customer communication in
Europe.

Seymur Rasulov, CEO
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Zenodys
Netherlands
IoT, AI, Data marketplace
Zenodys helps enterprises to acquire better data. It
is the next generation IoT platform and data
marketplace that makes it simple to exactly define
the data needs and collect them from the data
providers. The whole process, from data collection,
structuring and delivery is automated and simple,
based on blockchain infrastructure which provides
efficient monetization and anonymization.

Looks like Poland has pretty much ideal
combination of factors that are needed to
develop strong startup ecosystem: big market,
strong enterprises, access to talents and
supportive environment. Also presence of big
international startups shows, that people are
prepared to try new things which is very
important for product testbed. We believe that if
you can succeed with a product here, you are
prepared to scale practically everywhere.
Jernej Adamic, CEO
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About Startup Hub: Poland Prize
Poland appears to be the country of first choice to conduct business for global talents and
high-tech entrepreneurs. To make it happen, the Polish Agency for Enterprise
Development invited Startup Hub Poland to PolandPrize, an acceleration program which
aims to soft-land and grant top-class startups in Poland.
After months of scouting, recruiting and evaluating, Startup Hub Poland invited to Poland
the second batch of 8 most disruptive startups out of almost 400 applications. Since midJune 2019, Business Link Astoria hosts finalists of the second season of PolandPrize
acceleration program to link best ICT and energy projects with PGNiG S.A. - strategic
partner of Startup Hub: PolandPrize as well as other Polish leading investors (VCs, BAs,
Seeders), corporate partners, policy makers and community leaders.
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